
Pioneer
Gazebo

Contact Us
Ordering from The 4 Kids is easy, initial consultation & quote is free.
We can also provide you with design ideas and conceptual drawings. 
We want your whole experience with The 4 Kids to be smooth & rewarding. 

4400 Oneal St. Greenville, TX  75401

903.454.9237          info@the4kids.com          www.the4kids.com

The 4 Kids was born out of a 
desire to create high quality, 
one-of-a-kind 
park shelters and play 
environments that 
effectively appeal to 
children’s natural curiosity 
and imagination. 

All of our products are 
custom designed to 
work perfectly with your 
unique playground. 
Let us know how we 
can meet your specific 
needs by contacting our 
knowledgeable design 
specialists, today.

Pioneers are people 
that explore and settle 
new lands. It's an adventure 
to go out and search new lands 
and begin something new. Begin 
your fun at the Pioneer Gazebo. 
Adorned with a Wagon and Teepee 
Bas Relief, this Gazebo is perfect for parks 
with a Frontier theme. Kids will love running 
through and playing cowboys and indians. 
The Teepee Bas Relief also acts as another 
entrance that little ones can crawl through. 
They can hide behind the wagon and 
pretend they are riding away. Imaginations 
will fly, and everyone will enjoy this interesting 
addition to any park. 
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Key Features

• Completely customizable to fit 
your needs

• Frontier themed

• Weather resistant

• Crafted from GFRC (glass fiber 
reinforced concrete) 

Why Use Us?
Let our team of experienced engineers 

and artists make your playground
 the destination for fun! We can
 create an exciting space where 

children’s imaginations can
 run wild. A playscape

 where parents can
 feel secure and 

create lasting 
memories
 with their 

whole 
family. 

Specifications

Age Range: 
N/A

Dimensions: 
12'10"L x 12'10"W x 10'6"H

Use Zone: 
N/A

Mounting Options: 
Installation Option 1
Installation Option 2
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The Pioneer Gazebo can also be fitted with seating so all 
can enjoy the shade. With a great size of 12'10" wide by 
10'6" tall, this piece can accomodate quite a few people.
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